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The topic for this issue is autumn or spring.
 
autumn stars
the coming and going
in a Van Gogh Sky

Alan Summers - UK
                                   

that sudden spring
in my step
balmy breeze

Olivier Schopfer - Switzerland 

Mother's Day . . .
three bouquets
of emoji roses

Julie Warther - USA

spring drizzle
a baptism of fire
without fire

Angelo B. Ancheta - Philippines 

blossom by blossom
the red fox following
his own path

Elizabeth Alford - USA

spring sunrise
the scent of primrose
in shady woods

Martha Magenta - UK



spring breeze 
sheets set sail
from the clothesline

Barbara Tate - USA

daffodils . . .
we always lean
on each other

Debbie Strange - Canada

chestnut fall
gathering
my inner child

Rachel Sutcliffe - UK

light mist . . .
each willow bud
holds a drop 

David He Zhuanglang - China

late autumn
the farewell song
of a robin

Eufemia Griffo - Italy

inside the car
the weight 
of raindrops

Tia Haynes - USA



this troubled world
and yet . . .
plum blossoms

Nika - Canada

sunlight
on snow angels
spring freeze

Lucy Whitehead - UK

overcast
the droop
of irises

Joshua Gage - USA

folding and unfolding
in the breeze
spring origami 

Celestine Nudanu - Ghana

magpie song . . .
lilac blossoms drift
into dusk

Marion Alice Poirier - USA

memorandum
a red chrysanthemum
on the night table

Lucia Fontana - Italy



sun striking
the hour glass
spring equinox 

Marilyn Fleming - USA

first breath of Spring -
sharing a smile
with strangers 

Ingrid Baluch -Uganda

crocus buds . . .
in each blessing
newfound peace

Tiffany Shaw-Diaz - USA

daffodil petals
a new password scribbled 
on a Post-it

Mark Gilbert - UK

fog blanket
my boots sink deeper
into the forest 

Devin Harrison - Canada

spring air
breathing out
a full moon

Ronald K. Craig - USA



hyacinths . . .
a white butterfly
over and over

Lucia Cardillo - Italy

the first pings
of raindrops . . .
counting nickels

Cyndi Lloyd - USA

crocus cups
filled with sun
deep valleys

Zuzanna Truchlewska - Poland

vernal equinox
the woods fill
with birdsong

Nancy Brady - USA

spring dream
the scent of jasmine
on my pillow

Debbi Antebi - UK

white foam
on blue falls . . .
bicolor iris

Valentina Ranaldi-Adams - USA



----------  In the Starlight  ----------

pots of daffodils
up the veranda steps

rising sun

Jan Dobb - Australia
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